
NEW EP SERIES AVAILABLE IN ALL STORES 

 FIRST EP "EMERGENCY PLATFORM 1" OUT NOW  

New Rock City  just published their second release in form of a rare and versatile EP 

series, a rock n roll saga which started in 2018 with a first 3-song EP called 

'Emergency Platform 1'. The first EP 'EMERGENCY PLATFORM 1' of this Rock & Roll 

Saga starts in outer space. A calm and completely silent landscape which takes you 

through an abstract and apocalyptic trip under high levels of speed to show you the 

other side of what we call 'reality'. 

New Rock City keeps the ball rolling with their highly energetic music, apotheosic 

guitar climaxes mixed with the edgy and versatile vocals giving off the whole rock n' 

roll vibe gritty and valiant attitude. They execute it precisely. These lionhearted spirits 

just carry the songs from the beginning to end. It’s so infectious and contagious 

where you’re immediately pumped up and slowly just become “drugged out" 

throughout the whole track giving you the anticipation for the next one. Not only they 

gain a profound amount of respect for their ability to stick to their style while giving 

you small moments of bubblegum pop, kick-ass inspirational vigor, and risky 

atmospheric haze.. The 2nd and 3rd parts of this saga are already written and are 

expected to arrive in 2019 and 2020. 

Contact information: 

info@newrockcitymusic.com FB:  newrockcityofficial
www.newrockcitymusic.com IG:  @we_are_newrockcity 

Emergency Platform 1 
EP produced by Matt Chiaravalle // Recorded & Mixed at Mercy Sound NY 

Written by New Rock City 

'Gritty and valiant attitude' 

-  BUZZMusic L.A.

'Their timeless music is euphoric, their catchy lyrics will play on repeat in your head 

and the electric, crispy and raw guitars combined with the sensual and powerful 

vocals will grab you at your emotions and the infectious beat will make you sway 

your hips back and forth' -  Patrick Keenan, RAT Productions NY 

PRESS:

Social: 
TW:  nrcityofficial

'New Rock City has a Kick Ass Rock n Roll Set... 

The crowd loves them!' - Waste Mag NY 

'New Rock City treat rock aficionados with one of the sultriest rock  anthems 

since Joan Jett was on the scene’ - Amelia Vandergast , A&R Factory UK 

'Kick Ass Band' -  Genya Ravan, Sirius XM


